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Dtuary provokes thought diviSion
By Canon Agnew

MIT has raised some tough philosophical problems, which the commurnty of students, teachers, and administrators here

consider. Many of these have been presented, often eloquently, in speeches. and posters in the Sala de Puerto Rico. But other

ave been rated by the very events taking place there. These conflicts are, in many ways, more important to MIT than those

y deal with the guts of student life, and the student's relation to the envirnment and organization which is MIT.
Divided views all arouln

nament has divided over what should be done about the Sanctuary's existance and location. Within the faculty, the

nd the Dean's office, equally divided views are to be found. It has been clear that key figures in the situation have themselves

ver the events, and it has not been unusual to see the same fAare take different stands on the matter at different times.

ministration, for instance, one split has been clear snee the fist night. Although the peoplI on -the thbher evels have favored

id taken a helpful attitude, the people who have to carry out the policy handed down to them have often been uncooperative
or quietly hostile. Whatever the Chief
wants, the Assistant Associated Shief
ran be a little sticky on small points
which don't' have to be brought up to
the boss. This lack of coordination has
occasionally made'-the administration
seem more like a weather-vane than it

' is. The white-hat problem

There has been much attention
focused, outside the Sala, an the
reaction of other students at MIT to
the Sanctuary. These people,
christened "white-hats" by someone
now unknown, have been depicted as
upset and displeased by -the occupancy
of the Sala by people whose political
views and personal habits 'somehow
aren't proper. Especialy within the
Dean's office, there has,-Ieen a lot of
time spent deciding how many people
think this, whether they will become
violent, and what can be dlone to pacify

(Pease thin to pe 12J. -
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Entertainment at the Sanctuary took on many forms including this
puppet show which was shown over the weekend.

The Sakharov Paper, a discussion of the reasons and
means for coexistencc and cooperation between the Soviet
Union and the United States, was presented in more detail
by I. 1. Rabi in the fist of these colloquia; and tlie
discussion given by Mr. Salisbury dealt with the
im.plications of the paper in an evaluation of the position
-ad condition of the Russhun intelligentsia.

Postion of inteligenltia
The Russian intelligentsia, according to Mr. Salisbury,

occupy a rather special place in the structure of Russian life
and history. Since they are the few, the very few, who
possess any appreciable education, they feel on obligation
to the Russian society. The Czars found it difficult to
maitain a hold over the intelligentsia at times and they led
numerous attempted coups before the final sucessful
revolution. The Bolsheviks were themselves very much a
group of tough and iron-wiRed intelligentsia. These people
were part of a tradition of resisting the government which
goes back to the time of Catherine the Great. The
monarchy had repeatedly tried to crush the spirit of the
intelligentsia; and, rather than being weakened by this
process, the leaders were strengthened. When the Bolsheviks
took over they were ready with the discipline needed to
rule. Their oinal aims were higlly idealistic and they
were, of course, defeated by their means. They set up a
police state to enforce the imposition of a government
designed to eliminate the police state.

- Toughness of spiit
'r.: Saifsbury then pointed out that a man of Sakharov's

stature willim to speak up and able to fmd others among

the scientific and other educated communities who agree
with his h'beral viewpoint indicates that the same toughness
of spirit remains in the Soviet Intelligentsia of today. Most
extraordinary of al, this spirit of-devotion to the good of
Russi has motivated Sakharov, and apparently other
members of the intelligentsia, to speak out in a way which
challenges dogmatism not only in Russia but on an
international scale.

-Plase tum to page 7)

Poi by 3fl Berwow
Harrisoro Salisbury, Associate Manag ing Editor of

the New York Times, discussed the Sakcharov papers
here Thursday.

change o be ctaes, Formt
$Cm m 0 itiea. calls for

By Greg Bernhardt

The question, of who will get use of the Sala de Puerto

ic0 room of the Student Center in the event of a conflict
~teen the Sanctuary and Junior Prom remained
,anvered as of press time.
In action Friday night, the Institute Committee passed

o motions concerning the Sanctuary. One, passed by a

fmargin, stated, "We recommend that the Sanctuary
0ve to a suitable place outside the Student Center by A'-::

onday noon-"
Although leaders of the Resistance showed no

mediate intentions of moving, there 'were some :,
ications that the Sanctuary might be relocated in the,

future. Resistance leader Mike Albert, commenting
~ut the possibility, stated, "We can't support ourselves

mt uch longer."
In a simniaz fashion Resistance member Jeff Satinover,

akiag with The Tech, explained that there were no

~nt plans but if the Sanctuary continues much longer, .
changes in its nature will have to be made anyway

a move might be incorporated in those changes.
WInscorem approval ~

The second -motion passed by Insomm Friday evening
it with their positn on the Sanctuary's occupancy of

Student Center: "We approve of the open discussion
educational experience afforded by the Sanctuary. We
concerned that the rights of the Sanctuary and of the

[dent Body be observed. The motion was passed only
~elmuch debate.
li other action, a group that included Maria Khivsild,

er Harris, Mice Albert and Associate Dean of Student -
ir Jay Hammerness, met Saturday afternoon in the Yol. 8$,Number 4

dent Center to discuss the fabrication of a documentary
eo tape. After working out the details of making such a N 9 W 4 X
ethe administration apparently decided against the

ta. 4'~~wroae hat" ' L 

At the discussion, however, Dean Hammerness indicated
tthe administration was experiencing some ditffculty
m the "White hats." He explained that the Sanctuary at I
iistration and Presidetn Johnson had received would do well to 4

complex issues haderable amount of criticism from members of the
plty and alumni who are opposed to the Sanctuary onthewalls.The

Likewise, Dean Wadleigh has received similar criticism Student gaoven

various studentsgroups. Hanmmerness explained that a unidedoi
sident Johnson's statement of policy had been issued beenW undeided oœ

~ugh Dean Wadleigh in order to give his positon even Within the adi
r neutrality 'fte Sanctary, an

scomm proposals vary

}action Lo rauical Cnange
note: In view of recent events at Inscorem, The rech undertook a poll of

,t political figures on campus. The views expressed here are those of the
!e mentioned and do not necessarily coicide with those of The Tech or any

members.] k. article is the second and final installment of the text of the Inscomm
Isds. It is presented with a view toward informing the community of the

of various student headers who have been associated with the recent events
unding the foruam.}
yHarlow '70, Student Committee on Educational Policy, InterFratemity
.eece

t' form organizations to help fulfill collective needs. Student interest;
ib'!ems, and needs seem to be focuse4 primarily on their livinggroups, their
,ites, and the "outside world" of the draft, industry,, urban Boston and
Mktidge, and othiers.
IFa student govemnment is to be interested in fulfillng student needs, then its

ctre must be such that it is interested in those areas that concern students
It it seems ironic today that problems exist that are begging for solutions, yet

bng driftwood like the honoraries, Inscomm, and inumerable others are
Verately searching for some purpose for their existence.

.TIne plea by politicians that student government exists mostly for the benefit

lte people in it now has a hollow ring. The students as a group assigned a few
~nts to efficiently organize us all, but now that their interests are no longer

interests, we must assign others to do the job.
I;nscomm should be the focal point of student body efforts to encourage
1!0pment of student ideas and interests, and to organize student input to the
3bistration. Wih the additon of some "outside world" member like a

treentative from the Social Service Committee, the present- Inscomm structure
i:equate. The responsibility for changing the individuals on Inscorem is ours.

~must choose people Who are first of all perceptive to our beeds, and who
nd of all can act to help fulfill those needs.

Ve Katsiaficas '70, Student Committee on Educational Policy, InterFratemity

)Much of the present dilemma facing student government can be traced to a
te to communicate between members of Institute Committee and the

!ents whom they "represent." Because of this communications gap, student

ranment has not achieved its primary goal; being responsive to the needs of the
~entbody.
IReorganization of Inscomm is not-prerequisite for it to fulfill its purpose; on
:other hand, the members of Insconem must become more aware -of their

VP0rsibility. Inscorem should not only be a forum for students to present their
glems, but it should also provide a means to find and implement acceptable
bi0ns to these diffuculties. At present, Inscomm accomplishes neither of these.

InscOmm can enhance its effectiveness in locating and correcting the griefs of
utudent body only when each Inscomm member Wakes up to his responsibility

! mmnunicate with peers and to work for the improvement of student life at

James R. Ebrikht '69, Editor Innisfree
;!tadent government has two primary goals. One to be the agent through which

%ts regulate those portions of their lives of primary con~cem tok just thie
*I themselves, ie. their living groups, extracurricular activities, etc. And two,
ithe voice for students in the power structure of the university, which, in
Xgulates areas which are -of joint stuleht, faculty, and administrative

{liease turato page 6)

Many groups meet
By Steve Carhart

The fate of MIT's AWOL war protester J. Mike
O'Conner and the nature of his Sanctuary at the Institute
hung in the balance Monday as faculty, administration, and
student groups met in emnergency sessions.

The issue at stake was twofold. The thorniest problem
was the issue of whether or not O'Connor could attend
clases. The second major problem was that of determining
the nature of the Sanctuary in the near future and finding a
new room for it.

ijor meing
At press time, a special meeting of an ad hoc group of

faculty, administration, and students had just ended. The
meeting included Inscomm and the Graduate Student
Council; the Committee on Educational Policy; and
representatives of the highest echelons of the adminstration
including President Howard Johnson and Dean Kenneth
Wadleigh. The resistane was not invited, but a Resistance
leader said that two representatives were sent anyhow.
Students who were present 'at the meeting, however,
reported that the Resistance representatives were not
pxesent and that one faculty member who came uninvited
was ejected.

Although the group did not take any -ote and had no
formal authority, the consensus seemed to be that
O'Conner could lecture to clasl if the professor in charge
elected to bring them to the area in the Student Center
which would be xeserved for that purpose. Te
administration adamant concerning the possfility of
O'Conner's presence in academic buidings. The principal
objection of the administr0on was the possiility that
OConners piesence in the halls of MIT could provoke a
violent confrontation with opponents of Sanctuary. Said

(Please tumr to page 120
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IBM invites you-to join an innfantiln industr

Big as it is, the information processing
industry is just beginning to grow.

Recently, Fortune estimated that-the value
of general purpose computers installed in
this country will more than double by 1972.
Other publications have other predictions,
and probably no source is totally precise. But
most agree that information processing is one
of America's fastest growing major industries.

Every day, it seems, computers go to work
in a new field or new application. IBM com-
puters are working in such diverse fields as
business, law, medicine, oceanography,
traffic control, air pollution. Just about any
area you can name.

To somebody just starting out, this growth
means exceptionally good chances for
advancement. Last year, for example, we
appointed over 4,000 managers-on
performance, not seniority. Here are three
ways youcould grow with IBM:

Engineering and Science
"The interdisciplinary
environmnent keps
you technologically

"Working in data process-
ing today pretty much means
you work in a broad spec-
trum of technologies," says
Nick Donofrio.

An Associate Engineer
at IBM, Nick is a 1967
graduate in Electrical Engineering.

He's using his technical background to de-
sign circuits for computer memory systems.

Nick says, "Your specialty at IBM can take
you into the -front yard of half a dozen dif-
ferent fields. in my job, for example, I work
with systems design engineers, chemists,
physicists, metallurgists, and programmers.
The diversity helps me keep up to date on
the latest technblogies."

Career areas in engineering and science
at IBM. include: Research, Design &
Development, Manufacturing, Product Test,
Space and Defense Projects, and Field
Engineering. You'll need at least a B.S. in any
technical field.

Marketing
"Working with

comspany presidents
is part of the jobs."

"I'm pretty much the
IBM Corporation in
the eyes of my
customers," says
Andy Moran. "I 
consider that fairly
good for an engineer
who graduated onlytwo years ago."

Andy earned his B.S.E.E. in 1966. Today,
he's a Marketing Representative with IBM,
involved in the planning, selling and installa-
tion of data processing systems.

Andy's customers include companies with
annual sales ranging from 20 million
to 120 mill ion dollars. He often works
with executive vice-presidents and presi-
dents. Andy says, "At first - was a little
nervous about the idea of advising execu-
tives at that level. But by the time I finished

training, I knew I was equipped to do the job."

Career areas in marketing at IBM include:
Data Processing Marketing and Systems
Engineering, Office Products Sales, and
Information Records Sales. Degree require-
ment: at least a B.S. or B.A. in any field.

Programming
"It's a mixture
of science
and art."-

puter is
practically use-
less until some-
body writes a
program for it,"
says Earl Wilson.

Earl got a B.A. in Mod-
ern Languages in June, 1967.
He's now an IBM programmer working on
a teleprocessing system that will link the
computerized management information
systems of several IBM divisions.

Earl defines a "program" as a set of
instructions that enables a computer to do a
specific job. "Programming involves
science," says Earl, "because you have to
analyze problems logical ly and objectively.
But once you've made your analysis, you
have an infinite variety of ways to use a
computer's basic abilities. There's all the
room in the worldfor individual expression."

Career areas in programming at IBM
include: Systemsprogramming, Applications
Programming, Programming Research, and
Internal Programming for IBM's own use.
You'll need at least a B.S. or B.A.

Other reasons to consider IBM

1. Small Team Concept. No matter how large
a project may be, we break it down into
units small enough to be handled by one
person or a few people. Result: quick recog-
nition for achievement.

2. Educational Support. IBE3M emnployees
spend over thirteen million hours ayear in
company-sponsored educational and training
programs. And plans like our Tuition

Refund Program could help you get your
Master's or Ph.D.

3. 300 Locations. We have almost 50 plant,
laboratory, or headquarters locations and
over 250 branch offices in key cities
throughout the United States.

4. Openings at AlI Degree Levels. We have
many appropriate starting jobs for people at
any degree level: Bachelor's, Master's
or Ph.D.

Visit your placement office
Sign up at your place-
ment office for an inter- N
yiew with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Paul Koslow, IBM,
Department C., 425 Park 131
Avenue, New York,
New York 10022.

An'Equal Opportunity Employer
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Cambridge

Robert Dennis, Group Leader
ey Baker
! aumgardner
x Markowski

(first in a series)

During the past few months, it has
te agonizingly clear that the City

nbridge is facing a severe housing
Most of the public blame for the

ion- has been aimed at MIT and
; the rapid influx of students

the housing market has allegedly
the main factor in driving up rents
forcing low-income and elderly

ens out of the housing market.
The Cambridge housing crisis is
ch too complex, however, to allow
ha simplistic statement to stand

ne. The record of the city
anment in providing housing has

e under fire, as have the practices
many landlords and- real estate

ncies that have taken financial
antage of the situation. The crisis

been marked by charges and
tercharges, with none of the

oests involved taking a completely
htic view of the situation as a
tble first 'step toward a feasible
tion.

Although it would probably take
of study and investigation to gain
ly coherent and unbiased view of
enormously complex situation, we
attenmpt in this series to separate
from fantasy and to present a

-overview of the crisis and an
etive analysis of MIT's involvement• -Convention

The cdrisis came to the forefront on
tember 14 as the cries of despair
ch had been growing in tone over
past few years finally reached a
nate crescendo. More than 70(0
Canbridge residents packed St.

y's Hall in Central Square in a
*wide Convention on the Crisis in

cost Housing for the Elderly.
ough the failures of the Cambridge

Council, Cambridge Housing
th o r i ty a n d Cambridge

evelopment Authority were also
ked, off-campus student housing
given the great bulk of the blame
the steep increase in low and
erate-income rents in recent years
has forced the low-income elderly
ofthe city
ickets carried signs with a

nent by Harvard President Nathan
ythat had been recently published
national magazine: "Our purpose is
to invest in places that are selfishly
for Harvard. We do not use our

eyfor social purposes." The sign {
mented '"'This is social
nslbility?" (As we shall see, the
nshave come to consider Harvard
uch less responsive than Mrr to
needs.)Another sign referred to

city's dismal record in housing:
os leave their old people out to

- So does Cambridge."

"only 88 units..."

In his opening speech, Convention
.an Daniel Connelly asserted,

now have a $4 million underpass
ove traffic through Harvard Square
we have theNASAcenter - we have
campus facilities at Harvard and
- we have new shopping centers

office buildings - and we still have
88 new units of low-cost housing

the elderly in the last 15 years."
The convention drew up a list of
lutions to be presented to the City
ncil, the Housing Authority and
universities. Referring to the use of
ddiemen unidentified with the
iversities in transactions, one
ilution demanded that the

rsities "disavow the use of straws
other manipulative devices to

uite land and housing in
bridge." Despite vocal opposition
a small group of students, another

htion was adopted which would
hibit the rental of housing units to
'e than four occupants who are not
tubers of the same family.

CEOC Survey
After a series of local caucuses, the

wention had been organized by the

Cam bridge Economic Opportunity
Committee, Inc., the local poverty
agency, after a survey made this
summer had shown that almost
two-thirds of Cambridge's over-65
population have incomes of less than
$1500 a year and tthat many were
paying over half their income in rents:
The CEOC report indicated that many
of the elderly did not have enough
money left over to pay-for food,
clothing, and medicine. Many of the
elderly (some- of them second and third
generation residents of the city) have
been forced to leave the city to find
cheaper housing.

The CEOC's pre-convention
statement noted that landlords
naturally prefer to rent to a group of
students who can double up, rather
than to an older person at $40.00 a
month, which is all. that 63% of the
city's 13,000 elderly can afford to pay.

During the ensuing weeks after the
convention, the Co-ordinating
Committee attempted to arrange-
meetings with the administrative and
policy-making officials of both Harvard
and MIT. Although they found MIT
fairly responsive, they received a
summary dismissal from President
Pusey of Harvard: "the Fellows of
Harvard College do not meet with
groups outside the University."
President Pusey offered that his
Assistant, Charles Whitlock, "will, I am
sure, want to be helpful;" nevertheless,
the Committee released a statement
that "it is inconceivable to us that the
greatest University in the world, the
wealthiest and most propertied
institution in this city, can be
indifferent to the plight of thousands
of people who live in its shadow."

Demands presented to Council

After weeks of continuing pressure,
the Co-ordinating Committee of the
Housing Convention received
permission to present their demands
before a special meeting of the
Cambridge City Council on October
15. With about 200 of the poor and
elderly in attendance, the Committee
condensed their list of demands into
four resolutions: 1) That the City
Council require universities and other
non-profit institutions located in
Cambridge to make public their plans
for future growth and development of

their facilitiiies. 2) That the City
Council direct the appropriate public
agency to develop an inventory of all
land presently vacant, unimproved, or
underdeveloped, and that the Council
adopt in regard to such land the public
policy that where the development of
such land falls within the jurisdiction
of any public body, such as the
Cambridge Redevelopment Authority,
the Cambridge Zoning Board of
Appeals, etc., the public body in its
deliberations shall give first preference
to the development of low-cost housing
for the elderly on such land and shall
explore every means of fostering such
development. 3) Resolved that there
be a moratorium on the sale or transfer
of all land owned by the City of
Cambridge until such time as a survey
on the need of housing be completed
and recommendations implemented.
4) That the City Council explore
every means of using its legislative and
taxing powers to aid the developmeqt
of low-cost housing and to curtail the
escalation of rents in Cambridge, and
these means shall include rent control,
inverse taxation on unimproved land,
zoning ordinances,etc.

Chairman Connelly charged that the
universities "treat the citizens of
Cambridge as faceless bodies" and were
avoiding their "moral responsibilities."
The dramatic highlight of the evening
came when some of the low-income
representatives on the Coordinating
Committee expressed, in the presence
of administration officials from both

universities, their profound feeling of
despair. To them it was "a bit of
history" merely that a channel of
communication had been opened; they
were proud to finally face "the big
shots in their ivory towers." Then, in a
passionate statement that epitomized
the fact that the city is also largely
responsible for the plight of the
elderly, it was pointed out that
Cambridge has done more in the field
of cemetery expansion in recent years
than in housing.

Another significant remark was that
of Councillor Barbara Ackerman who
admitted that the city owes much to
the contribution of the universities and
charged that the "real villains" in the
situation were the local real estate
developers. She announced the
formation of a committee to draw up
legislation for rent control. Councillor
Edward Crane followed Mrs. Ackerman
by placing much of the blame on the
city's myriad bureaucratic agencies
which have many plans but have
produced little results.

Statement from Johnson
At this meeting, Philip A. Stoddard,

MIT Vice-President of Operations and
Personnel, read a letterto the gathering
from President Howard Johnson. He
assured the Committee that MIT has a
"keen awareness" of the situation and
that "no issue is of more pressing
concern" to the Institute. He noted
that the problem is a national one, and,
apparently referring to the Urban
Systems Laboratory, declared that MIT
is working on the problem on that
level. He explained the function of
Northgate Community Corporation,
MIT's subsidiary, which is meant to
secure decent, inexpensive housing for
MIT personnel and which because of its
non-profit nature, is a stabilizing force
on the rent spiral. He said that
Northgate will seek to increase the
proportion of its units available for
non-MIT people. President Johnson's
letter concluded with the significant
remark that MIT is willing to work
"under the leadership of the city
government" in coping with the
housing crisis.

On October 21, the City Council
passed the four resolutions after
lengthy discussion. Because of the
uncertainty of the council's actual
vower. there was debate over whether
the word "urge" or "require" should
be used until Mayor Sullivan resolved

that "require" could stand.
resolution was expanded tc
"that the
universities
institutions
make public
growth and
facilities and
the following

City Council
and other r

located in Camrl
their plans for t

development
such plans shal

; points:

...--. ... Jj

ne first
D include
I require

non-profit
bridge to
the future
of their
11 include

a) Publicly commit themselves to
the policy of maintaining a
heterogeneously mixed and balanced
neighboring community and to adopt
university housing policies that will
preserve and not endanger the tenure
and tenancy of all Cambridge residents
with particular concern for the needs
of the elderly.

b) Publicly state the number of
students, faculty and employees at
present, and for two, five, ten, and
twenty years into the future.

c) Pulblicly list all current holdings
of property and buildings, and planned
future acquisitions and expansion.

d) Publicly state university housing
policy, including the percentages of
students and faculty to be housed in
the community, outside of university
facilities.

e) Publicly state university rental,
eviction, and relocation policies toward
Cambridge citizens living in dwelling
units that become purchased by the
university.

f) Publicly state all land acquisition
techniques, including the use of
'straws' and other indirect means of
purchase.
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Figure I - Median Rent Ranges. 1, 2, and 3-room apartments were
considered as 1 BR apartments; 4-room apartments were taken as 2 BR;
larger apartments were considered
254,342, 151.

Two nights later, the Co-ordinating
Committee of the Housing Convention
met with a group of MIT
administration officials, headed by Dr.
James R. Killian, Chairman of the
Corporation. At Z this time, the
citizens' group confronted MIT with
their boldest and most severe
"demands" to date. Besides seeking a
commitment to house their students
and other personnel who are now living
off campus in Cambridge in new
on-campus housing, the Committee
asked that further buying and selling of
properly by MIT be stopped until the
need for low-cost housing has been
provided for, that MIT make available
25% of its off-campus units for use
under the Leased Housing Program and
to commit some of its present sites for
construction of low cost housrig for
the elderly. They further demanded
that MIT eCase listig Cambridge
apartments in their housing office.

Although no major agreements were
reached at this meeting it did offer MIT
an opportunity to clarify some of the
details of its housing procedures (which
will be examined in a future
installment of of this series). Besides
agreeing to meet again with the
Committee in two weeks (which in
itself is in sharp contrast to Harvard's
apparent unwillingness to negotiate at
high levels), the MIT officials agreed
"in spirit" that they should seek several
thousand units of on-campus housing
but insisted that there were' many
real-life (mainly financial) obstacles.

The economic facts
What are the actual economic facts

in the Cambridge Housing Crisis?
Chairman Connelly charged at the
October S15, 1968, City Council
meeting that rents in Cambridge have
doubled over the past eight years. This
observation- is substantiated by Fig. 1.
which depicts the increase in median
rents in the entire Cambridge market.

Figure 1 was drawn from data
collected by Mrs. Emily Achtenberg,
an MIT graduate student working for

the Urban Field Service at Harvard.
Besides confirming the average 100%
rent increase over the past eight years,
she has also compiled a significant
analysis of the comparative distribution
of rents. In 1960, more than 80% of
the one bedroom apartments rented for.
less than $100 per month, and none
rented for over $140. By 196, about

3 BR. Per year, total listings were

30% of the 1-BR apartments were
renting for less than $100, and almost
25% rented for more than $140. By
1968, only 17% of the 1-BR
apartments rented for less than $100,
and half rented fori more than $140.

The same general trends prevail for
the larger apartments. 74% of the 2-BR
apartments rented for less than $80 in
1960 as compared to 15% in 1968.
Only 1% of the 2BR apartments rented
for more than $140 in 1960, as
compared to-52% in 1968. In fact, in
1968 25% of the 2BR apartments
rented for more than $200 or more.
81% of the thruee or more bedroom
apartments rented for less than $100 in
1960, as compared to only 25% in
1968. No 3BR units rented for more
than $140 in 1960, as compared to
55% in 1968, with 28% renting for
$200 or more.

Decline in availability
Mrs. Achtenberg also offered this

crucial observation which seems to
reflect the unfortunate ramification of
the student influx on the availability of
apartments for the elderly: "There
appears to be a decline in the total
number of apartments available during
1968, as compared to previous years,
especially in the one bedroom
category. This is consistant with the
pattern of rising rents revealed by the

survey."
It has been charged that since

students are able to pay even higher
rates, landlords often put their units
into the student market. Fig.II, based
on a survey of Harvard housing listings,
documents the increase in students'
ability to pay higher rents over the past
ten years and the increase in the
menumber of students living in certain
areas. The CEOC comments that these
figures show a movement of students
into areas of this city where students
have not previously clustered. "The
increase of students in every instance is
always coupled with an unrealistic leap
in the rent scale of a particular area.
This fact =i bedocumented for all of
Cambridge, mot just those few areas."

In its- fact sheet presented to the
City Council, the CEOC listed the
"encroachment" on the Cambridge
Housing market as about 30% of
Harvard's 15,000 students and 15% of
MIT's 7,000, as well as 2782 of
Harvard's total faculty of 5350 and

(Please urn tm to page .5}

'Cambridge bas done more in
cemetery expansion than bousing
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my JIM Snmilth
WASHINGTON, Oct. 29-

Democratic Senator Eugene J.
McCarthy today endorsed Hubert
Humphrey. One looks at the evening
newspaper and reads the last choaus of
a Greek tragedy. One remembers those
columns by James Reston last spring
calling the prospect of a
Humphrey-Nixon race "tragic." One
recalls the hopes engendered by New
Hampshire. Rewarded by Johnson's
April Fool's message of retirement.
Then, everything was downhill. The
assassination in California, the
castration in Chicago, and Hubert
Humphrey vowing "that we never see

again what we have seen this week."
And MeCarthyites bowing "Amen."

And now, it is all.as if Vietnam had
not been mentioned. As if McCarthy
had never run. With one exception -
that things are even worse. The
"liberal" cantdidate, Humphrey, has
revealed a deeper betrayal than
Vietnam. He refuses to respond to
McCarthy's other demands for
lmldorsement: change in the party and
in the draft. In both of these areas,
Humphrey has no commitment, has no
negotiations to sabotage, no reprisals to
face.

Instead, confident that 'McCarthy
would stiil choose Humphrey as the
least of three. evils, Humphrey has
brought about today's completion of
the drama.

The whole ineffectiveness of this
year's revolt is enough to give the most
fiery radical a severe case of political
mononucleosis. Those that do not

succumb are in the frustrat
iratibnal position of kicking
machine into which they
deposited their nickels allyea. !
see little to gain from kickil
machine which has given them noth
but they aren't, after al, destrpyit
- they know better.

If I had not failed to regist
time, I still doubt that I could ML
the determination to choose IUap[ -
over Nixon. Like Lyndon Johnst-
have this gut reaction against rewf
looters. If I were a party activist -
than a journalist, I'm not sure tL-
would have the energy or desiei
rebuild a Democratic party a10ng i
lines if it were handed to me bi
Humphrey defeat. That's what
does _to you. McCarthy limseIft
been stricken and threatens not to
for re-election to the Senate.

The Muskie-Agnew comparis0~
an example of the depths to whiehi
campaign has sunk. It reminds r4
the day an article first diso
McCar thy's contract with
magazine to cover the World Se~
The day before I had read a colauf
(?hares McDowell of the Rich i
'7imes-Dispatcla. He had spoken
McCarthy after the convention
reported McCarthy as saying,
magazine asked me to cover the
Series. I decided to turn it d04
thought it might seem a little
just now. It's difficult to kno
trivial one ought to be at this p0h~
time."

Things have obviously gotten I
trivial since then.

fe ~Tee

Moreover, 750 people signed a pefi
asking our goveam ent to lend ma
and logistic support to re
organizations and to initi
international action to end
starvation. Further, over a thou
dollars was contributed.

The letter by Mr. Beckerman me
a few comments also. He stro
resents the implicatuon that "I as
American should feel responsible
-ther Bafkns' suffering. It is not
'wlhite man's burden.' " We can-
remain unconernled when millions
people are facing death by starva
anywhere in the world. Apathy
indifference played their role in lb
ter's ffmal solution for the Jews
Europe. His concluding suggestion
do "some small thing" to ameio
the suffering of children "everywh
in the world" by contributing to U
CEF is indeed a good one. Howe
UNICEF, for political reasons, is
effective in getting relief to the B
frans, as is Catholic Relief Se
Church World Service, and 1i
Famine Relief Fund.

To the Editor,

The article by Charles Mann in last
Tuesday's issue on local Biafra relief
efforts bore the caption "News
Analysis" but contained primarily
misinformation. Biafra has not "almost
'ceased' to exist" nor have the people
"been driven back into one town which
will probably be overrun soon." The
ten million Biafrans are obviously not
in the one remaining town, but in the
villages and in the countryside.
Furthermore, they are not likely to be
overrun soon. On the contrary, they
have launched a counterattack to
recapture the city of Aba.

Mr. Man n , states that "MIT
participation in the effort in Boston
was so small as to be alnost negligible"
and the paiticipants of the 24 hour
vigil held on Boston Common consisted
of college students and "several"
Boston area residents. In fact, it was
organized in Boston by MIT students as
part of a nationwide vigil held
simultaneously in over 20 cities and the"
participants numbered in the hundreds.

Sigmund GeH
Biafra'Famine Relief Fu
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Front Page Photo of Sanctuary by Dave Sumansly

.r president
make us nauseous.

There is certainly much to be said for the
candidacy of Richard Nixon. However, we feel that
while he and Mr. Humphrey may be considered even
on matters of experience and past work, the
difference lies in their choice of-running mates. Mr.
Agnew has made such statements as, "When you've
seen one slum, you've seen them all." Mr. Muskie
invited demonstrators to share the platform with
him. Mr. Agnew 'has held only two elective offices
which may, be considered politically major; Mr.
Muskie's experience and record of service needs no

further bolstering here -it speaks for itself.

We earlier stated that the choice of a ticket
could be based on the views of the respective
running m~tes if tMe two candidates were considered
equal on matters of experience and past service.
However, we do not really consider that this is the
case. Mr. Nixon seems to us to be the type of
canaltaste who sniffs With the political vfhad. Mr.
Humphrey, while he certainly is not free from this
syndrome, did show a bit of intestinal fortitude in
attempting to desergregate the Democratic party in
1948. At that time, he was considered to be a man
far ahead of his times. We can only hope that this
spirit will again manifest itself - hopefull'y, soon
after his election to the presidency.

· In summary, it is our considered opinion that, of
the five alternatives, Hubert Humphrey is the least
objectionable. Of the others, the worst possible is
not voting at all; the next worse is voting for
Wallace and the next is writing in the non-candidate
of your choice. However, the most important thing
is to vote.

McCarthy en orsemeaw
Politicai umononucleors_

umpnhreey f
As presidential races go, this has been the year of

the mediocre. The voters are faced with a situation
in which polls have shown that between 53 and 57%7o
of them would rather vote for someone other than
the three major candidates. True, there have
undoubtedly been other elections that have seen
worse candidates. H4owever, this year, as- one
columnist has noted, the populace is taking a harder
took and not liking what they see.

Despite all the talk about voting no, writing in
various people and voting in the street, it is our
considered opinion that there is one man who,
although he may not be the best of the total
population, is the best of the three major
contenders. We are not condoning the system which
threw Hubert Horatio Humphrey into power;
however, faced with the possible prospect of either
President Lemay or Agnew, our minds~boggle.

Of the two remai~ning -candidates, our feelings are
most aroused when the name George Corley Wallace
is mentioned. A recent -poll showed that he was
deriving much of his support from past Kennedy
supporters. When questioned on this, they
responded that Wallace was "speaking their
language." This he may be doing; however, we
would encourage anyone who might be thinking of
voting for this man to look at his record. As

-governor of Alabama, that state remained solidly
entrenched in its position of 48th in per capita
income. Of course, in addition to this, there is bis
blatant racismi; the advocacy of the use of nuclear
weapons by his running-mate and General Lemay's
ffurther advocacy of a direct air strike against Cuba
during the missile crisis. Frankly, the prospect of
the' possibility of President Lemay is enough to

Resistance has currently become a popular term
around the Institute. U nfortunately, the
opportunity for an educational experience, which
has Deen afforded t~y the sanctuary effort !nas been
wasted on many members of the MIT community
who refuse to listen to the dialogues which were
promoted th~ere. That, however, is their loss.

The sanctuary effort seemed to us to be doomed
to failure from its very inception. We were gratified
by the tremendous show of support for Mike - and
somewhat disturbed by the words and actions of
certain individuals and groups who appeared to be
taking a very limited- view of the world. The words
of Ray Mungo, former editor of the BU News are
brought to mind: "The average student doesn't give
a damnP about politics and -will probably go on
celebrating homecoming while the world burns."
The paraphrase that can be drawn from, this is
obvious.

However, generally, there are several groups
which deserve compliments on their actions toward
the re-sisters. One of these is the JunioT Prom
Committee, which has gone out of its way to be
reasonable. The only exception to this has been
their blanket refusal to hold Friday night in any
area rather than the Sala; and it now appears that
this action would have been unnecessary in any
case.

The administration has also been exemplary in
their handling (or non-handling) of this affair. By
putting it squarely upon the students' shoulders, the
problem has been solved by that group, which is as
it should be. One member of student government
was overheard to comment to Dean Wadleigh that
the administration should be making this decision.
not allowing the students to do whatever they felt
was right. This is precisely what has been wrong
with the Institute Committee all along: there has
been too little reliance on the fact that they are
.upposed to represent the interests of the student.

We would also like to applaud the Sanctuary
community's decision to rmove their base of
overations yesterday. This wfill represent a true step
forward in the Resistance operation, as it will bring
relevance' to the- classroom in the form of Mike
O'Conmer. This relevance could be made even more
dramatic if the Federal Marshalls decide that, for
instance, a humanities class' is tne right time and
place to bust him. Thi's would truly be- a case of
bringing education to the students.

Letteiarsa
Biafr

VOTE
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(continued from page 3)

f MT's 2701.
e CEOC released on July 1 the

part of a survey of Cambridge's
(over 065) wiChA-showed a LAat

re destitute and are paying for
much more than they can afford.
ost two-thirds of the 2061
cted through the survey were

en, many of whom are widows
alone. One thirdof all the elderly

live alone, and three-rourths
is groups rent their home. Of the
wsrveyed, 64% rent their home.
a most startling information
d is that, of the 75% of the total
aed who agreed to state their

me, 63% declare that they have
aes of less than $1500 per year. It
noted that about 57% of those
alone pay more than one-half
income for rent and heat. The
also found that only 316 of the
pople interviewed are receiving
ace from the Department of'

; Welfare and that practically
gare now living in public housing.
rofessor Thomas Mahoney of the

anities Department has been in the
qoe position of observing the crisis

two major sides for he is also a
aber of the Cambridge City.

Council. Commenting on the
resolutions passed by the Council and
their legality, Prof. Mahoney recalls
that a "let's see what happens" attitude
prevailed at the meeting. Concerning
the fourth resolution, he said that the
Attorney General has ruled that it is
within the jurisdiction of local rule to
pass rent control. If any of the
resolutions were to end up in court, he
feels that "the courts are lenient toduly
elected bodies" and that it would be
the responsibility of the person
appealing to prove the
unconstitutionality of it in Superior
Court.

Prof. Mahoney said that the City
Council will carefully explore the
feasibility of rent control and study its
results in such model areas as New
York, Allston-Brighten, and Brookline.
He declared, however, that the only
way to permanently reduce the
competition from students who seek
off-campus housing is house them all
on campus or in fraternities.

Concerning the role of MIT, he
asserted that the Institute's three major
responsibilities were to teach, to do
research, and to help the community.
In the past, he had been chagrined by
the disinterest of the universities

i
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idr etails about careers at Equitable, see your Placement
Rie: Lionel A. Stevens, Manager, College Employment.

TH E "ITAB OLE
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
1285 Avenue.of the Americas, New York, New York 10019
An Eaual Onmortunitu Emmauer,. JF. (/f!.E.nuitaL 1BtI.

1960 census-
averagp rent

N. Cambridge $53

E. Cambridge $39

Central Square

Carbridgeport

$62

$54

1960 aver
streat 3 et

3room

$108

1968 avera
student rent

3 roms

$155

$ 65

$101

$150

$146

$140$ 80

Number of
students

1960 1968

10

2

71

10

Figure II - Ihe penetration of students into various sections oF Cambridge, the ability of students to pay
higher than average rents and how the students' ability to pay has increasd over the eight-year period. The
survey was compiled from data taken from apartment listings in the Harvard Housing Office.
towards the plight of the community.
Recently, he has. noticed a reverse
situation, however, and that "MIffT has
been rebuffed in its overtures to help
Cambridge."

Finally, Prof. Mahoney, in a general
analysis of the situation, offered an
opinion which, as we shal see, seems
to epitomize, in varying degrees, the
role of most of the major groups
involved in the crisis. He noted that the
problem was generally due to a "lack
of understanding and concern on the
part of everyone."

AU Frosh Interestea m
Intercollegiate
,'HOCKEY

There will be a meeting on
Friday at 5:30 in Dupont
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D Gk Gge y, im a Weech at Boston
U iv IHayden Hal Th -~hy
night, appald to the youth of
America to provide the U.S. with a
"sanity bank. He noted that today's
young people are e most morally
committed in the history of the nation.

Gregory questioned the general
moral atmosphere of the couy. John
F, Kennedy and Martin Luthex Knsg
were martyr by their violent
deaths, wh e shooting of Malcom
X. aed Li ncoln Rockwell
merely caused a sigh of relief or an
apathetic shrug of the shoulders. The
question this cunty faces, according

a T

& T It-t %2R~sd X X ~ ,
Bsb~B~~

to Gregory, is whthes or not we ae a
people opposed to murder. He
maintained that political power is
actually iieed by large c te
concerns tBat stand to profit from the
war, and that boycotting of thes
companes, such as Dow Chemical,
would obtain more vi'ble results for
the peans movement.

No white man, said Gegory, could
justify the demand for non-violence for
the Negro in view of the violence
already pexpetated by their own
system. The battle is no Elnger one of
colors; back and white are now
atfitudae Gregory held that the black
man's problm is no longer his empty
stomach, but his hungry mind.
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Only Bic would dare to torment a beauty like this. Not the girl...
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic... designed
for schiolarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.

But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite hor-
rible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
fist time, every time.

Everything you weant in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. t's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
aol Bic pens, writes first time, every time...no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.

Waterman-Bic Pen Corporation, Milford. Connecticu t 06460
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TAINIG proposals

Three permanent committs .would be created by the new constitution.
Besides the Financial Committee, there is a Budget Committee, responsible for
submitting each spring an itemized budget for the following year, and an Agenda
Committee, created to draw up in advance an agenda for each General.Assembly
meeting. a

In addition, TANG provides for the recognition of general committees. Ad hoc
in nature, a general committee. would be composed of any students who have a
proposal they feel merits discussion by the General Assembly. Upon approval of
the Agenda Committee, such motions would be considered at the regular
Assembly meetings.

Crucial to the general committee system is the method for funding.-General
committees may apply to the General Assembly for funds to carry out their
proposals. Should their requests be voted down, any group of four or more
students would be eligiale to receive at least tern dollars for each member not
involved in such an emergency request during the year. The money would be
drawn from a fund setup by the administration, the fund to contain ten dollars
for each student registered at the Institute.

The new constitution also provides for emergency situations. Any individual or
group may request an emergency meeting of the General Assembly to discuss
some pressing matter. Another important provision of TANG concerns living
groups. In September each livers group would be required to -hold a meeting to
design their government structure for the coming year. The proposed government
must conform to the new constitution, subject to the review of the General
Assembly.

mow would this new constitution be implemented? All present government
groups, including all living'group arrangements, would be dissolved. The living
groups would hold individual meetings, deciding to either retain old government
structure or design a new one. The first meeting of the General Assembly, to be
held about three weeks after TANG's ratification by a student referendum, would
create any committees deemed necessary to perform the duties of the old
government

TANG believes that this transition is necessary to relieve the "sting of
irrelevancy which plagues the present government." Only when the students
themselves have the power will the "empty and hollow decisions" now discussed
by the student governmnent ie replaced by meaningful issues.

mwwwlm-�

Announcemeat v ~~F

N NSF graduate fellows ip9
postdoctoral fellowship office
are now available in the G
School Office, Room 3-134.

* The permanent meetgk 

and places of the Social I~
Groups are as follows:

Group 2, Cambridge and t
Baker Master's Lounge, 4
evenin~g,6 pm i

Group 3, MIT, Science, i
Society: -14N-325 -hot
evening, 8 pm

Group 4, MIT: Internal C
Student Center, Wedli
evening, West Lounge, Wei
7:30 pm [

Group 5, Educatiomal Innilav
Student Center, West Lde
Wednesday, 7:30 ni m

Group 6, Community: Si

Center, West Lounge Thu
evening, 8 pm

F

* Institute Professor Eme4
"Dot Edgerton"' will be the Er

the Non-Resident Stmdent AsSo
at an informal bufl session st
S:00 pm on Tuesday, Noverbnlf

in the NSRA House. Refred
will be served. Students not fa4;
with the NSRA are mvited. -

(Continued from page I)
concern, ie. academics, research activities, environment, etc.

Inscomm is presently in a crisis for several reasons; poor leadership, lack of
recognizetion of goals, failure to realize how best to influence MIT's power
structure, and failure to realize its limitations. Most functions- of student
government are best handled on an individual house or Dormitory or
Intefrfaternit Coference level. Once inscomm defines proper goals and begins
working actively towards them, it will attract the necessary student support, no
matter what its structure.

Dick Evans '70, Student Committeeon mEnvhroment, Flehuman Advisoy Council

It is the responsibility of Institute Committee to provide the opportunity for
students to pursue their own interests, to stimulate and catalyse the issues existing
between students and faculty and administration-

In the first instance, Inscomm has been extremely successful. Witness
Sanctuary, the Social Service Committee, YAF, SDS, MIT High, the Black
Student Union, and the Tiddleywinks Association-all of whom are alive and well
on campus. In the second instance, Incorem has not done a particularly good job.
However, the Compton Lecture Series is a big step in the right direction. In the
last instance, Inscomm, has provided an interface to the faculty and
administaration: witness frosh pass-fail and the fact that students serve an many
of the faculty committees. For an interesting experience, drop by 4-156, 4-160,
3-13, or 5-216, the fint returns ftom Gripe Week.

If you think that Inscomm is not representative, remember that it is comprised
of living group heads and class presidents, chosen by popular election, Theo
people may not have the time to do the job as it should be done, but they axe
represenLative. In addition, Inscomm meetings have always been open to students
to come and present their ideas for consideration.

The major problem with Institute Committee is that many undergraduates do
not feel that they can communicate their ideas to the people now on Inscomm.
The two areas of reform, therefore, should be to establish an Institute Committee
of people who not only have time to accomplish its purpose, but who also can
communicate with the student body.

Alan R. Milner `69
It is proposed that the moving power of the student government shall rest in a

Forum, which meets once a month dt bring up isses and decide what topics
should be the concern of the government. It decides what is to be done, al0ough
in general terms. It is up to the Executive to formulate concrete plans of action
from these resolutions, and set up machinery to implement solutions. Various
committees shal supply facts and research on various issues to the Forum and to
the Exectufive.

It is hoped that in this way, the student body will have a way of expressing
concern while preserving the working advantages of small task groups.

TOward A New Government
Recognizing a need for a new student government to repiae the present

structure, a committee of students calling themselves Toward A New Government
has drawn up a new constitution to replace the present Undergraduate Association
Constitution. TANG offers a government involving far more student participation
than the present constitution.

As stated in their preamble, TANG envisions "a democratic Institute where at
all levels the students have control of the decisions which effect them and the
resources on which they are dependent." Rather than the present Inscorem, a
General Assembly open to all graduate and undergraduate students would control
the government. The General Assembly would be enpowered to elect all new
officers, including the chairman of the Assembly and the five permanent members
of a new Financial Committee.
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DURING THANKSGIVING
M0NO., HOV. 25th thru SAT.,

Spend Thanksgiving at our place and v
you plenty to be thankful for. Like our sl

_ ~~rates in the world-famous Empire Room,
home of total entertainment, where you'll s

sights and sounds of the stars. Thrill to the e
,fFour Seasons . .. ansd clance to a sock-it-to-yo

band, too. (and your reservation is guaranteed,

SPECIAL STUDENT R0O RATES
You're also welcome to make The W~aldodf-Astowria 

vacation headquarters. We're right in the center-of,
with the right rates!

Per Person: Doubles $9.50 /Triples $8
Get with it. Get it all. Get itcow.

Ca ""BETTY LOU"q t.(212) 3S5-3000
K ~~~for guaranlteed ?eservations.

· . #"We know what's happening" '

k~ aK Park Ave. between 49th & 50th Sts.
I~ _ _ New York. N.Y. 10022 d
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If you are dei-

cate( to an aIction

caMereer, Northrop is

the corporation that

tive leadership to meet
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is for the most part so smooth that the
finds itself overlooking the obvious
,surface incongruity , to become
engrossed in the modemrn implications
of this centuries old tragic parable.

The play has its basis in the conflict
between rational order and the
truculenat forces of nature and life. The
story is not so much one of the
punishment of a man for his defiance
of the gods as it is the tragedy of
ignorance. Pentheus' real crime is that
he does not appreciate his place in the
scheme of things. Through his
ignorance and pride he brings himself
into disharmony with a force which is
even more proud and determined than
himself, a conflict that-can have only
one ending. This version of "The
Bacchae" seeks to project the effective
modern parallel which -places the
establishment in conflict with
encroaching liberal philosophies; the
implication being that the traditional
must eventually make way for the
newer, apparently irrational point of
view.

The acting abilities and talents of

AM Frosh interested In
Intercollegiate

HOCKEY
There will be a meeting on Friday

at 5:30 in Dupont.
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By Bruce Laird

Last Thursday night's opening of
'-'The Bacchae" at the Charles
Playhouse introduced a skillful
blending of the contemporary and
traditional in the crowded Boston
theatre scene. This adaptation of the
Euripidean tragedy features the original
version with minor abridgments, but
the characterizations and interpretation
are done in a modern context. Thus
Bacchus is portrayed as a cool,
well-appointed playboy with mystical
powers; Teiresias, the seer becomes a
catholic priest; and Pentheus assumes a
young, forceful Kennedy image, while
his attendants are gabed as police
officers. The orchestra is, of course, a
jazz trio.

According to director Timothy
Mayer, the production is in modern
dress "because anything else would beg
the images which the script suggests."
But as the characters first appear on
stage, one senses a potential conflict
between the visual images which they
evoke, and the classical Greek
termnninology which remnaims in the
dialogues. Fortunately, the adaptation

the cast are extremely diverse: Kevin
O'Connor gives an effective, stylized
performance in the part of Bacchus,
the saniling, soft-spoken, feline god.
1The aging Cadmus receives an excellent
portrayal by Edward Finnegan. Also
impressive are Kevin Bryan Conway
(First Messenger) and Daniel Deithch
(Messenger). The performances of the
individual members of the Chorus
create a general impression of
disharmony where there should be
unity, and this is one of the
weaker points.

Richard Kerry and Peter lvers have
produced in interesting effort in staging
and sound techniques to round out this
adaptation of Euripides. The play's
action takes place on a "two-story
universe" type of stage set which
incorporates a surrealistic plexiglass
establishmunent and a variety of lighting
techniques to heighten the effect of the
conflict between Bacchus and rational
order. The lower level is the haunt of
the earth-bound god and his Bacchae,
while the upper level belongs to
Pentheus, the administrative ivory
tower out of which he descends from
time to time to channel the progress of
the masses. When Pentueus, through his
ignorance is led to his destruction, the
god emerges on the uppermost level,
and in a striking speech with
microphone in hand he pronounces the
fate of Thebes.

A message for MSIA's and other
Graduate Business students fromn
the multi-faceted
STANDARD OIL COMPANY (N.J.)

WHERt
'CAN

TO SH
BETTER

W Jersey Standard has contributed to the

development of many nations by providing

capital and adapting modern business

techniques and organization to a great

variety of cultures,

E The Company's affiliates around the

world have also assisted in the establish-

ment of training centers, medical clinics

and hospitals, in the provision of adequate

housing and the building- of roads. They

have supported local cultural efforts. They

are active in the field of public health. in

harmony with the broad Jersey concept of

corporate citizenship, affiliates are pur-

suing a wide variety of programs'in support

of education. The Esso Education Founda-

tion has made grants of rnore than $24

million to institutions of higher learning in

the United States.

Tuesday, November 5
explore an

engineering career
on earth's

last front';er.

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Con-
sultant about engineering openings at world's
largest shipbuilding company- where your future

is as big as today's brand new ocean.

Our barrog- of orders running for years ahead means
competitive starting salaries, career security, with your
way up wide open. It also means scope for all your
abilities. We're involved with nuclear ship propulsion
and refueling, nuclear aircraft carrier and submarine
building, even automation. We're a major builder of
giant water power and heavy industrial equipment.
We're starting to apply our nautical nuclear know-how
to the fast expanding field of nuclear electrical power
generation on land.
interested in an advanced degree or research? We're
next door to Virginia Associated Research Center with
one of the world's largest synchrocyclotrons, offering
advanced study in high energy physics. We're close to
Old Donminion College and University of Virginia Exten-
sion Division, where you can get credits for a master's
degree, or take courses in Microwave Theory, Solid
State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other ad-
vanced subjects. Ask about scholarships, tuition grants,
and special leaves to implemefit these study and re-
search opportunities.
Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation
land, with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.

|MMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers Naval Architects
Electrical Engineers Nuclear Engineers
Marine Engineers Civil Engineers
Industrial Engineers Metallurgical Engineers
Systems Analysts

See oaur representative
G. O Vaughn

Tuesday, November 5

He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions,
discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

SHIIPBUILD ING AND DRY DOCK COM/iPANY, 
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.

and affiliates .urn.ble Oil Refining Company, EnJay Chemical Company, Esso International Inc.,
Esso Mathematics & Systems Inc., Esso Research and Engineering Company, Esso Standard Eastern, Inc.

-00
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

.etmve ve oppostion to4

Russian rulers noated
(continued from page 1)

This protest has taken an active form in the Soviet Union in the form of
Sport for poets and writers whose works have been prohibited by the
government, ox who have been put on trial for treasonous statements in print. The
works of many of these writers, particularly those of Solzhenitsyn (author of A
DaY In The Life of Ivan Deneisovitch), have been secretly circulated among
considerable numbers of the intelligentsia.

bMr. Salisbuzy suggests a very simple explanation for this phenomenan: namely
IFat the intelligentsia, and particularly the younger intelligentsia, are bored with
, Soviet Government. They consider it a sham, rfull of hypocrisy and irrelevant
to the problems to be solved. The only way in which the government could regain
control over the activities of this group of protestors would be by an imposition
of Stalinist methods.

AUl this is made important, and indeed possible, by the position of the Soviet
telligentsia in their society. In contrast with the anti-intellectual atmosphere

prevalent in the US, the Russian intelligentsia are 'at the very top of their society
. power and respect. There people believe that their leaders are not really
communists and that they have abandoned the ideals of the revolution. The

:btelligentsia are searching for a new ideal and perhaps have found it in the

Saharov Paper. Mr. Salisbury's noted that a number of the Russians think the

only way any world problems will be solved is through the cooperation of the
superpowers and hence forgiving some national sovereignty for the sake of all

mankind.
Manifesto of Affirsation

These are challenging ideas, and a response to them is being planned. It is

hoped that a manifesto of affnmation we be presented to the faculty and

students here; an effort directed toward the preparation of that statement is

aaderway. A request for additional discussion has also been made, and it is

possible that further seminars or colloluia will be held to discuss the Sakharov
aper.

A dapta tion off'Bacchae

E YOU
HBELP
IAPE A
WORLD

The contribution of Standard Oil Comn

pany (N.J.) & its affiliates thus extends

far beyond the basic economic function of

supplying energy from petroleum and other

products essential to modern civilization.

Jersey seeks to exemplify both at home

and abroad the creative social awareness

expected of a modern corporation in ful-

filling its multiple responsibilities to share-

holders, customers, employees, govern-

ment and the general public.

Isn't something like this really what

you've been preparing for?

Make it a point to see the Jersey Stan-

dard representatives when they visit your

campus-and talk over the various manage-

rnent opportunities in our word-wide family

of companies.

Jersey representatives will be here on

NOVEMBER 13, 14

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (N.J.)
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Becks atteml
By Robert Fourer

What the Livfg Theatre wants to
accomplish - a revolution - they have
made amply clear in interviews. So the
tlheatregoer supposedly attends their
performances, to fid out what they
do, not 'what they think. A reviewer
should sa wt'at they do accomplish -
but relative to what? If they are to be
compared against their'professe.d aims,
they must be analysed as a

revolutionary moverent; but shwce, if
nothing elhm, they also accomplish an
evefilrg work, it is not missing the
point to analyse them as theatre, too.

In any case, -it is best to say frst
what they do: the philosophy behind
the pzoduction cannot 1e examined

-until what is going on stage is ex-
phined. And in "Frankenstein," their
fist production he/, 'it' isn't hard- -
'"Me' Action " is described in the pro-
gram, with a long series of fragmented
sentences. Surprisigly, considering the
play's urpposed complexity, the literal
" plot" is simple. As the audience en-
te the company is already seated on
stage, attempting to levialte an actress
im the center. The levitation fails, and
sin is thrown screaming into a coffim
which is carried up and down the aisles.
Meanwhile the actors hunt each other
down, and are ubjected to many
various forms of execution. After-
wards, the heart fromr the dead actress
is implanted into the monster;mand this
cuinminates the first act. Eva' less oc-
cuis hi the remaining two.

The action, though, is just a frame-
.,work. it is filled in by a highly Strac-
tured and thoroughly fascinating se-
qtmence of scenes. Not the traditional
soft of sequence, however; the scenes
ovrelap, Mile themes in a piece of
music. Actors illustrating some idea
take the audience's attention for a

while, then are suppllanted by another
illMDm eloehae eaL s - but the trta

are repeated so many times that. how-
ever interesting they were at first. the
audience is bored, though the company
may perhaps perceive subtle differen-
ces. The harshest example comes in the
third act. Thirteen actors are rounded
up throughout the theatre and put into
jail cells covering the entife structure,
on stage, in a process that seems to last
forever. AU told there are at most half
a dozen things taking: place in the
entire third act, which must run at least
45 minutes. They may.be impressive
when remembered individually after-
wards, but sitting through the per-
fomnance can become painful.

Furthermore, even the exciting
parts Of the performance are not total-
ly effective. The mark of great theatre
is that its effect in time iCar exceeds its
length, but for me, at least, this did not
occur. The most extraordinary scenes
were soon overshadowed. But, then,
more extraordinary events have taken
place. After the performance, Julian
Beck exhorted the audience to join the
sanctuary across the way, which he.
considered the real example of theatre
being performed that night. His point is
well taken; and perhaps it is only
people who cannot participate in
theatre themselves whvom Living
Theatre reaches.

So, then, how does the Living
Theatre succeed as a., revolutionary
body? I think the issue As closely tied
to that of its dramatic effect. People
who oppose the rteolution are also
among those who refuse to participate
in the "rear' theatre Beck advocates.
But if they are w/lling to attend his
staged theatre, they are just the ones it
will affect. The Living Theatre's aim, of
making some converts, however few,
.wil have been satisfied. ,

As for those who already want
revolution, they will still f'id it an
impressive evening, if not convincing.

group continues, in a sort of contra-
puntal accompaniment. The effect is

'often amazing: at the same time
preparations are made for the heart
transfer, an official is interviewed
about the benefits of automation, and
workers march and yell. In the second
act, a voice intones strangely appropri-
ate lines from the day's newspaper over
scenes from mythology.

This quality is the greatest strength
of the play, and it must be credited
mainly to the incredly exact strut-
turing of the action and the fime
dscipline of the actors. Many accounts
picture the Living Theatre as some sort
of "free" theatre, where whatever hap-
pens goes, while actually, at least in
this production, it is much the op-
posite. In fact, the performers seem
better trained as dancers, able to move
on the most complex cues, than as
actors. The extended spoken'parts of
the play are among the weakest, and do
not seem as natural' as those parts
which would normally be considered
very strange.

One additional aspect of the struc-
turing can hardly be ignored: the
staging. The set consists of an 'ireal,
three story steel struacture that fills the
entire stage. It iermits the auction to
vary not only in place, but in level; the
first act scene -des-fibed before, for
instance, .actually, uses a different
heig~ht for each component, w ith ain
effect much more startling than the
conventional Stager -could nmange. As
for the lighting effects, they are as
precise as any of the acting, and nearly
as important ia directing emphasis. The
value of daxkness is not neglected, as- in
one scene where flashlight beamns rise
eerily -from floor to ceiling seemingly
untaided.

The overall effect, then, is tre-
mendous. But only through a sort of
-mental distillation: many of the scenes

S ocla81 crises
pyre a sueculp'tured entanglement 0f

teatre's contfi- humnanity or a myriad of other sets a.V
ff the Living ,props.

Audioriu' to The basic cornffict of Antigone

a) visual exper-, (Judith Malina) with Kreon (Juliz
echt's version Beck), ruler of Thebes, is a paraphlu 1

ola of"Ani-of the problem of the indiv/dut
society and its institutions. Antigonesant: of social

the hol oftwo brothers, one a posthumous w~t
g~~~~r buidwth whonolndte ofhr 

urnm, the cast
mat an todeserter decreed b~y law to h

unworthy of interment, create an idienee in ma- m
'O te burh~gof civ/l disobecd/ance When Anitigolit

buries the cowardly one. Seeking the
,ty ersu theapproval of society .she confronlts th:
V props wall of humanity's indifference crucbl
-fomsvisalt o maintenance Of the status quo,
werethe nlyThrough the device of choral interhude

the cast conducts a ritualistc diatn-NNeitirer cos-
werepreentagainst man's ever increasing
the heate. mpremacy over Nature and fellow nmu

c~nrolplaingthat is untempered by a strain of
humanity. Wfil not a ruler employ e~ses generatedth

3ndspetatr.same methods to sty in power as i
)ond-wastheuses against his emernies? Does not
>~ ~~~scetreuelwand-odrwasr the

feet of mur-
ftsiallybutruler generates that stifling orderi
mt, entllyWon't dissent from within decay thel
presece ofsociety? All these germane questiomi

being both 
comc. hewhere are the answers? The Livin

ie rtualsticTheatre Seeks to challenge the audience!
everhaningto act, but the commitment to actiop!

u sained an needs answers to the questions raised i
gamutfrom Tlhe counsel man seeks is not to bei

ic~~fral slmiy fudin the play, but must be!

Texas rawl.discovered with/in himself.
re the rich, ~ Play too long

arnent that The Living Theatre, for all its
pros f te'brilliance invoice and body
m made thepresentation, suffers severely from the
-oled y amundane problem of presenting the
to fshinedplay in a single two and a half bour
logsa Wystretch. Equally burdensome are sweI

dogs, a funera of' the chants by the Chorus that tend
~a, funralto obseurc the ties between scenes by

th~eir length. Retaining the neceesay:
meter of the poetry and choralizaiion
with variegated nuances of voice~
presents an acoustics problem, as thei
actors move arounod the audience. IleI

shee~ length of the production makes i
the experience exhausting when the!
persective of the play as a whole is
broken by the loss of continuity in ai
long scene' due to the actors' voices i
becoming sporadically unintelligible as
they move into "dead spots" sithini

1968 the theatre.]
Despite such diffifculties the Livigl

Theatre received a standing ovationi
from about three-quarters of those who:
did not leave prematurely. Attackingj
theatre in an unconventional Sparta 1
·way, they succeeded excellently in
creating the whole experience ~athrog
~people alone.

MIT CONCERT BAND

TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

CONCER.T

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1968
3:1:45 P.M. KRESGE AUDITORIUM, M.I.T.

Adirrssion $. L00

1948
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AlEO Ado Guthrie

Living Thneatre at Kresge for week-long stand

pt to silemulate a revolutionContemporary 'Antigone'
I

reflects
By Roy Furman

Devoid of classical th
vances, the ensemble o
Theatre stormed Kresge A
create a memorable audio
ience that re-worked Bre
.of the ancient Grecian p
gone" rinto an instnmme
confrontation. Enmploying
the theatre as their for
proceeded both to alia
enjoin itself with the aud
king Antigone relevant tc
social questions of socie
individual.

Form and voice ar
Facial gestures, body-

metaphors and allusions v
props of the company.
tumes nor special effects
to evoke the spell of
Superb voice and body cc
upon the audience's sen.s
the bonds between actor a
But the nature of the b
Brechtian alienation eff
rounding the audience pi
keeping them at a dista
cowering under the
strange-looking people
fearsome and hiumanly
quavering falsetto, th
intonations and the
moods of sound st
atmosphere running the
dolorous wailing to liturgi(
to ironical hbient of a I
Backing the aural wet
controlled body move
became the conventional
stage. The grace of fan.
body-props seem contrc
master marionettist wh
heavy artillery, snarling d
afloat on an undulating s

As gently as possi: Ar0lo
dissembles the I~0wn ;-old wit'
new tales and songs-f Om Alice's
RestauranL Live, in i-vilng color,
and to be heard with ultra-high
frequency and an open mind.

Rapid reading slills
can cut your study time in half!
Have trouble keeping up with your assign-
mente? The Read-Ability System is the
solution. You'll finish your studies sooner,
understand more of what you've read--and
remember it 1ltnger.Call for enrollment infor-
mation: 617j426-6522

FAST
REA~DER~S m ,c, o'.RDR. JO)YCE BROTHERS

Author.,co lumni. rad, /. - ..FUMSH edev-.5~~t~l~rrion personality is
FIRS T Pmgra~~~Pr~rm Dirowr,rofl

the Read-Ability System. ':- i - :

453 Statler Office Building, Boston, Mass. I

Please send me details on the Read-Ability Syisma including SPECIAL
STUD~rI'EN RA'Y~ C]

Adde__.._C. it~M `. $ a i

c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iZi relepho n-16. -----------

Date dQ sg up for te Big Bash?
Old pmp SaMW roomi cming to case the campus?
Brother mushing dow'n from Dartmouth for the weekend?
~sf jicing in for a Harvard Square Happening?
,Grat; Put them up in styb for only $8.50 (single) per
night on weekends, at the Cambridge Charter House.
There's wonderful food in-our lrWe Chateaux Restaurant
and our TWio Coffe House. An intimate toupge. Free.
paridng. Delightful atmosphere. And the town's most
wonderful view of the Charles. Beacon Hill. and the
Boston Skfne.
Al for onaly $.50 par night. student weekend rate. To
enjoy this appealingly lto rate, all you, student guests
have to do is snow some form of college identification
wan registering. Really now, aren't you glad you're an
underardl -- and can amaze your friends with our
spada offer?
CAM13RDQE CHARTER HOUSE

L~eilft Bridge and Science Museum
~~~OM CRPOATON0V MEIC

0
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aBrbarel a reveals hidden surprises
By Daniel Carrier

'Barbarella" is "2001" taken to its
plausible conclusion. In Roger

dim's production, Jane Fonda
tays a super space maiden of the
l in the style of Little Annie
L. Yet the Vadim-Fonda team has
out to accomplish more than a
tional pseudo-saga. The film isn't

:y inspired but it does have
cing quaiities.

After doffing her space suit under
ightless conditions, Barbarella
&es her orders from President of
th and starts off on a picaresque
ies of adventures. The stated
pose is to retrieve Duran Duran and
positronic ray. However- as the

,a unfolds this end becomes lost in
activity of the moment. For a while
r not sure that Duran Duran will
appear,nor does it seem to matter;
interest is centered on Barbarella.

! Isoe...
L_

Setting is a dynamic part of the film
and Vadim et al. pay much attention to
detail. The fur-lined spacecraft, besides
the usual plethora of pushbuttons,
boasts a camera shutter door, a sensual
plastic bed, all guarded over by a
computer whose presence, for a
change, is not obnoxious. Other effects
include a brilliant magnetic storm, a
labyrinth populated with "good"
people, the surrealism of the Black
Queen's sleeping chamber and the
estheticissn of an undulating sea of
liquid energy.

In the course of the movie
Barbarella runs through a rack full of
fetching space outfits (armor of sorts).
As if these were not revealing enough,
there are other contrived means to
eliminate covering such as the little
mechanical dolls who rip her body
stocking with shark-like teeth.

Russian program
By Steven Shladover

Fiday night Earl Wild presented a piano recital at Harvard's Sanclers I heatre,
Wing an unusually parochial program of works by twentieth-century Russian
posers. The opening work was Stravinsky's neoclassic Sonata, dating from
4. In this brief work, traditional techniques of piano writing are put to use in

ccustomed ways. Mr. Wild tossed the piece off briskly, showing great agility in
fast passagework and clearly delineating the different voices throughout.
The Stravinsky was followed by a performance of Rachmaninoff's Preludes,
23. These make extreme demands on the pianist, both emotional and

nical; and it was here that the recital reached its peak. Mr. Wild always had
ything under perfect control, from the rapid, lacy passages to the heavy chord
tures. Considering that Earl Wild is one of the super-virtuosi of the keyboard,
a pleasant surprise to find him commanding a wide variety of tone colors

chhe was quite willing to change when the music suggested it.
The second of the Rachmaninoff preludes, that in the key of B-flat, was a
de.force which left the audience, but not the performer, gasping. In this
on Mr. Wild actually surpassed the piano's capacity for tone production,

the result that some of the strings buzzed during the loudest passages. In the
liar G-minor prelude, speed won out over expression, while in the E-flat
de the feathery treble passages were done with a wonderfully even touch.
melodic line was well-delineated during all except the A-flat prelude, in which
nelody became lost in a maze of notes-the fault of composer, not performer.
The second half of the program was all Prokofiev, and included the Visions
ives, Op. 22, and the Sonata No. 7, Op. 83. The Visions Fugitives is a suite of
lycolored miniatures which range in mood from the grotesque and humorous

delicate and charming to tempestuously dramatic. This work requires a
rnmer of wide emotional range and considerable technical facility. Mr. Wild
ed in a satisfying performance, supplying the bright colors and establishing
mood well in each of these atmospheric pieces.
The concluding selection, Prokofiev's Seventh Sonata, is a powerful work
h develops considerable momentum when fully realized. Although it is

dishly difficult to play, Mr. Wild made it look easy. Perhaps his ease of playing
ed it of some of the excitement it might have had, but it remained an

nsive and, even at time, frenzied performance.
Mr. Wild's first two encores represented a dramatic change from the rest of his

as they were by Chopin. Although the execution was technically correct,
Required feeling was not present. This indicates that Mr. Wild is somewhat
kt in lyric, romantic expression. Perhaps this is the reason he strayed away

the standard romantic piano repertory when -lie assembled his program
rg instead the more brittle and modern Russan works.

. _______________

"Barbarella" is rich with sexual
imagery and well it should be since the
film is nearly as much a succession of
sexual encounters as is de Sade's
"Justine". Intercourse had become
passe; a substitute "pill" now fulfilled
the need. But, stranded in a land of
barbarians, Barbarella submits to the
oldcrude' method finding it somewhat
to her liking. In fact, she uses it to
reward her new friend, the winged
Adonis. Finally, when Duran Duran
tries to destroy her with a pleasure
machine, Barbarella wears out the
machine. The implications
(perseverance of the human spirit,
mind over matter, etc.) are obvious.

Let no one think this is merely a
glorified skin flick. After all, it
promulgates the ascendency of good
over evil. Barbarella's actions are-
always tempered with an incorrigible
morality. And then, too, the setting,
the symbolism, even the costuming, are
done in the utmost of taste.
"Barbarella" is proof positive that
former movie-making taboos have been
completely set aside. The humor herein
ranges from robust to sublime. Take
David Hemmings who, as leader of the
anti-dark forces, has to do his bit
without the aid of his escape tube:
"The door, the door, you idiot." The
infallibility of modern technology?
Even Miss Fonda surprises us with a
few whimsi-quizzical looks at, oddly
enough, the appropriate moments.

If you have a tired mind, an
overworked imagination, this is the
movie for you because the thinking and
imagining have been done for you. All
you need do is sit and absorb.

Ie e M lI? IV it e I I e? ? eeI1? e4 00

Quotation of the Day
Let slip by Dean Jay Hammemess to
WTBS reporter Bill Spies in
Hammerness's office about 6:00 am
Monday morning:
"Well, it looks like they're going to let
him rot."

Last times todayy!
"THERESE AND ISABELLE" o
3:35, 6:40,9:45

2:10, 5:15, 8:20 
Starting Wednesday

o "THIE ODD COUPLE"
plus "THE STRANGE AFFAIR"g

a First Boston Showing!
~n JKenji Mizoguchi's cm

"LIFE OF OHARU"
* starring Kinuyo Tanak
* and Toshiro Milfne
a 4:3o?:$o30, 730,9:30

v * as&

lMoody Blues attempt
th8eir own musical frm

by Randy Hawthorne
The Moody Blues are an interesting group to hear f-r- the first time. After their

first number at the Psychedelic Supermarket they were sounding like an
electric-English Beach Boys. After a while, however, they were sounding more like
a group that was interested in a new form for rock, which is probably what they
are, for better or worse.

In an era of heavy electric instruments dominating the big rock groups, the
Moody Blues have taken a different direction. Their music is based on time
changes, structure changes, and abrupt style changes within the context of a single
piece. Acting on a solid rock base, the group proceeds to build on the theme with
a basic combination of vocals, an occasional flute riff, and a fine organ which
repeatedly produces striking and unusual sounds. This manner of arranging is very
evident in a number such as the song dedicated to Timothy Leary. In it the
impression was of the entire group taking a slightly compacted trip as the sounds
rose and fell, varying in speeds and intensity, creating a somewhat abstract view,
but conveying the original purpose of the song nevertheless. The sudden break
between a lilting melody line and a hard, driving rhythm was most in character
with their current release of "Yesterday Afternoon." Upon first hearing it, it only
seems disjointed and totally without direction. However, when heard in context
with more of their recent material it does deserve a grudging acceptance. The
Moody Blues are doing what many other groups are attempting to do. They are
trying to head rock in a new direction and are trying in their own way, which is a
combination of vocalizing in the manner of the Left Banke with a heavy
background. This is in contrast-to their most recent album which, due to its total
orchestration, has been called a very poor attempt to blend rock and classical.
This is, in fact, true and for this the audience can only be glad that they don't
travel with an orchestra. Alone, they produce a mildly pleasant sound. Even if you
don't like what they are doing on record, in person their arrangements seem to
grow on you. For the good.
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ROCK & JL X
BANDS 

SUNDAYS AT
3:30 P. M.

SILET f LICKS~ members .gues ts. iend
am ~~~~~menxbei. quests, friends
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At your
newsstand
NOW

''Ore on the War Against the
Young: Martin Duberman says
thse in power in our universi-
tes are blind,to student
[pniCip!es.
JRtes Dickey'on Allan Seager
and Theodore Roethke.
N0fMore Vietnams? Is it even
lalistic to insist on.this? ...
[Vhere does the Vietnam ex-
p erience leave us in our rela-
tions with the U.S.S.R. and
China? (The first of two ex-
cerpts from a conference at
eAdlai Stevenson Institute in

Chlcago,)

Another Experience. Still the
leaders, but now two steps ahead.

So much to say, it's taking two
albums (packaged as one). Many

new games to play, all without
benefit of rules. Electrified zapp.

Plug yourself in.

ELECTAIC LADY LAND The Jimi Hendrix
Edperience . RS 6307

AT
lOrO 4OLA

Motorola offers the student at the SS or MS level an op-
portunity to advance his career and education concurrently.
Work and achieve a Master's or PhD Degree in an environ-
ment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.

THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM
Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better.
While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State Uni-
versity each trainee is placed in a rotational program cov-
ering four engineering activities at Motorola.

THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM
Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
with a B-average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assign-
ments are in the marketing area.

Direct Placement at all Degree Levels for..,.
a Electrical Engineers a Organic & Physical Chemists
a Physicists a Chemical Engineers a Metallurgists

in Research and Development, Quality Control,
Marketing, and Production.

If you are unavailable for an interview at this
time write directly to: Director of College Relations,
Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Division,
5005 East McDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.

Sermicc)nductor Proaducfts Oivishirg
· _ , .. . . ,

THE
CANTATA
SINGERS

And Ensemble

RICHARD P. KLAPP
conducting

present their Full Court
in Sanders Theatre, Cambridge
on Saturday, November 9th at

8:30 PM

JS BACH

MARTIN PURCELL

All tickets may be obtained
at the St. Thomas More Book Shop
6 Holyoke St., -Cambridge, Mass.

or at the door on the evening,
of the performance.
-for information, call 266-1899
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EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE
OR PhD WHILE BYOU WORK



The Tesh Sports

The engineers came back deter-
mined to protect their lead; but with

less than two minutes gone in the
second half, 'Veman again tallied to
knot the score once more. For the rest
of the period MIT repeatedly attacked
the Middlebury goal. Although finesse
and accurate passes served them well in
the middle of the field, the engineers
could not add enough goal area aggres-
siveness to punch through- the score.
Middlebury, though unable to get the
ball to the other end of the fiedl as
often, caused considerable trouble
when they-were there; and it was only
tharough the tough play of goalie Jeff
Reynolds '69 that more goals were not
scored.

Two minutes into the fourth, MId-
dlebury's Sturgess drove through for
the final tally, wrapping up the game at
4-3.

The engineer's f'nal league game
comes Wednesday night at 7:00 when
they face the Terriers on BU's new
Astro-turf field. The league leaders are
now 3-0 in GBSL play and 7-3 for the
season.

i�p�?I�B�Sq�%3eg��

wn Harvard
ell Trop hy

Tech team had a slight advantage, bein
familiar with the waters. Despite t
the engineers have not won the trop
since 1964. In the past few years Coas
Guard has been a dominant force in t
Scheel meet. Howe-ve, this year the
managed only a third place finish &re

'points behind-l-lavard at 83. Befin
Coast Guard was Darptmouth (104)
University of Rhode Island (107) and
Yale (108). Rounding out the field wa
Brown (11 2),' UJniversity 
Pennsylvania (128), Tufts (156) and
Detroit University (i 76),.

This was the 28th annual running of
the regatta that 'was named after
Professor Edwin Schell.

'Go for two
This weekend Tech sailors will

attempt to defend the Fowle Trophy,
which represents the four crew New
England team championships. The
engineers will be able to send the same
team to the meet that won the title last
year. Coach Hatch Brown is confident
that the team will be able to retain the
Fowle Trophy. At the same time this
weekend the sailors will send a team to
the Staake Trophy regatta, the New
England three crew team
championships. The two meets are
scheduled at the same time so thatthe
same teams will be unable to hold both
titles. Tech will send a young team to
the Staake regatta, with two of the
three members being sovphomores.

I
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Or write for more informnation: Mr. L.J. Glinos, College Relations Coordi-
nator, The MITRE Corporation, 4000 Middlesex-Turnpike, Bedford, Mass.
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greater desire to win.
Early in the third quarer, the score

was tied up by Middlebury's Vernan,
who dribble right through the Tech
defense to blast a shot into the net's
upper right corner. Then with 7:13 left
in the half, Middlebury looked like. it
was making its bid for control of the
game, as a cross from their right wing
bounced through five Tech defenders
to a waiting center forward, who easily
banged it in.

In the subsequent-two mirnutes, the
engineers reaffirmned their desire by
completely reversing the lead. At 6:57

Stan Sheppard '70, who has long de-
served a mark in the scoring column,
hooked a 20-footer 'in from the left
wing. Tech repeated the bombardment
one minute later when two successive
shots both bounced off the top cross-
sbar. In the flurry, however, one of the
Middlebury kickers fouled; and Jerry
Maskiewicz '71 put the engineers ahead
again, 3-2. Tech carried the one point
lead to the half, and a young snlook-
er's "sock it totem" characterized the
kickers' jubilant mood.

By Ron Clhne
The varsity kickers suffered 'their

twelfth loss of the season Saturday at
the hands of a persistent Middlebuiry
eleven. Though the engineers lead 3-2
at the half, they failed to score in the
second stanze while allowing two goals
to Middlebury.

Tech put the first notch in the
scoreboard when Bob Acutian '69
scored with a partially blocked shot
that rolled past a completely faked out'
goalie.- The rest of the first quarter-
action was fairly even; however,jTech-
showed with its hustle that it had the

Milligan was Pete Rossow '71. Dave
McComb '70 placed third in the B
division with his crew, Chuck Wayne
'70. McCornb finished only three
points behind the top skipper despite a
disqualification that cost him 12
points. This fall the engineers have
been plagued by numerous
disqualifications; but in the Schell meet
the team recorded only one foul in the
20 races.

As host school for the regatta the

~4~WIN~ De9Lk-&MgMB
Today

Cross Country (V,F)-BU, away, 3 pm
Soccer (F)-Stonehill, home, 2 pm

Tomorrow
Soccer (V)-BUaway, 7 pm

B4ow They 1do
Soccer

Middlebury 4-MIT (V) .3 Phillips
Sailing

MIT (V) won Schell Trophy
Cross Country

MIT (V) second'in Eastern's

Photo by Craig Davis and Gary DeBardi
Jerry Maskiewicz '71 gets off a shot against Middlebury while being

fouled. The ball hit the crossbar, but Jerry scored on a penalty.kick.
..... D· · '"'x'~'' ' 'a~l.6~ '~~"- _-' _ - -

MIT outing Club has become a
menmber of the Eastern Colgiate
,Skiers Association. This Association is
a union of college ski clubs in the
Boston area. Ski weekends to the
cabin or Vermont are normally held
bi-monthly. Anyone interested in
joining- the club (cost $4.00) should
come to the MITEOC office, W20490,
.Monday between 5 and 6 pm.

) name of our company is MITRE. We're
in the business of designing, developing,

verifying large computer-based systems
for the Government t Under both civlI

and defense contracts.

In many ways the Norelco Beauty
Sachet is just like a beauty parlor.

It manicures, pedicures, mas-
sages, applies facial creams, buffs
and files nails, and stimulates your
scalp and rnuscles.

But In another way, it's more
-than a beauty parlor.

it also shaves your legs and
underarms. And it shaves underarms
as close or closer than a blade in 2
out of 3 shaves as tested in an inde-
pendent laboratory. (As does the

Lady Norelco 15L on the right.)
The Lady Norelco is a shaver

that has two shaving edges. One for
legs, and one for underarms.

It also has a 1101/220 voltage
selector for easy travel use.

And it's nott a all expensive.
Even if it shaves like it is.

Right now we're in communications,
military command and control, air traffic control,

transportation, medical information, education,
urban planning. We have openings for systems

engineers, electronFlic engineers, systenms
analysts, mathematicians.

) t958 North American Philips Company, Inc., 100 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017
,,,,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ......

Mlillgan top skipper
1iekers fall to liddlreI bry Sailors dao

to win Sch
By George Wood

Tech sailors put in one of their best
performances of the year this weekend
to take first place in the Schell Trophy
Regatta. In the two-day meet the
engineers tallied a low score of 72 to
beat second place Harvard by eight-
points. -

In the A division, Tech's skipper,
Steve Miigarn '70 gained honors as the
top skipper of the meet. Crewing for

B 4lp~0

~gucanl take~
back lo s oo .

th cos fs comfort4 e lad s that s81o0e X~ts ecomptwrgabls e s~~ I kaeldesM slsa

IBNTVIEWs WILL aBE CONDoUCrTED 
ON CAMPUS, NOVEMBER \

SIQN UP NOWAT THE PLACIEMENT OFFICE



SPAULDING COMPANY I
10?1 HasUchMeM Ave. C4mb7i*C I

i491-12301

1
1

New Engand's Mon compkqeiy
run serviw

W~hen ygy com-e on i 
VaiHeusen shirt.o. 

the rest coine off like 
a bunch of stiffs.

C&I I

Friends! Seniors!t Sbeepskiri chasers! Lend an ear to a
rewarding career in menswear marketing, merchandising, engi-
neering at Van Heusen! For full information, send your name and
address to: College Grad Department, The Van Heusen Company,
417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York/10016.

.1.a . .

Resuils'

~Meadezm~m' 16y 9rsJe'/6.4

'2-psv Hocihfeld '72 (BTP) beat
Win a~'miam '72 (PEP) 2-0

,VcC~,-ary'70 (Baer)4 )

131?- Nar Leventhal '72 (ZBr) bear

-.~ B, S unda (BTP) beat George
'*70 (SA$,E) 1t3.s

5-Regan Fay '70 (SAE) beat ram

160 - ltm $lrnteen '70 8P)pne

1-Mornroe Robeto '?2.(,PGD)
tlohn Lems8 '69 ($1g) 6-1

hxAllbam '72 (DMiP 5-1

191 - $~e Rebteff '68 ($A) beat
Idn cLagh&t '70 fflexley) 3-0

#st- We~dell IvCF '69 (B7P) beat
Chimg '70 iTC) 1-0

The [ntramuzal Council at its
month meeting last Thursday decided
babolish IM points by a vote of

12.11. The balloting, ho.evera, -did not
i*l bring the question of IM points
WI ffi condlusion. A counter motion
ns immediately brought up by Rick
I~ttger '70, football manager, to
r6ftate the point system because of

tecloseness of the vote and the fact
tht n~t dil IN manager were present.

A Araw vote taken eatler in the
Of riflthc chairmen of the various
ffiftities and donns, showed that a
'!AUl majority of the. living groups
!fvcmd keeping the point system. The
ftic charrmen were supposed to

hm polled the people in their own
i group, so their vote ideally

REcted their gronpp's opinion rather
tWtheir own.

After a prolon~ged discussion of the
motion, interspaced by several
lbpts to call the question, the
VWa vote was taken. A verbal proxy
for Dave Moser '70, bowft~ manager,
hfa'vor of IM poi~nit was disallowed.

Tk Proxy would have tied th vote at
12M2. in can~ of such a tie in the ballot

Ncouncil presidnt, Jeff. Weissman
'69, has the deciding vote and he has
FM on record as opposing the point

I'

CfpRelations Dire'tor 
c/o0gherton-Park Hotel, Vshingpn D.C. 2000(8

I'l[solcan saveup

Name

IReea~enmff wit tem spedai 0ow rfate emconfirmed in advance
ft don avilability) for Fri.. SeL. Sun. nights, plus Thanks-

Ovng (Now .22-26), Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July
11-wou Lamor Do Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Jnns afer
IOtnt rae dluring other peid~s subject to availability at timm
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Harriers run tosecond

d m a zmten t~~~~~euain wrezz in C10own ~~~~By Ken Came-can were all in the top ten, led by 2

Providence captraed the hon-ors winning time of 22:41 by Martin Robb
ByGeorrgelqavoe Frkday in this year's EICAA cross and followed by second, third, sixth

Dcfending -champion BTP. agai captured the intrmural wrestling tournament with a, total of 78 points. .Four Betas won countay championships at Franklin and tenth.
Ud/iddules - Paul Hoehfe.ld '72 at 123 lbs., Bill S unda at 145 lbs., Jim Jamieson '70 at 160 tos., and Wendell lversoll Dark in Boston. Tech's harriers placed Ben Wilson '70 was back in
tin 11~ nliited clims. Ko~hdd also scoredl the faste.st pin (24 seconds) and Sunda was voted the outstanding wrestler of second and Coast Guard came im third competition after his illness, and once

Wtumamnent- by scome of 20-60-84. Pfov/denc~e's again took the lead position for MIT.
Applmxhnately 120 wrestlers took part in the piee'hminar/es and semis an Friday and the finals Sa~turday. The number of depth was demonstrated by a yew tight Ben's time of 23: 10 earned him a

w/~r as down fiore the previous year, parthialy due to the fext that AU style wrestling~was eliminated from the fernnat grouping at the Finish. Their five scores fourth place, and was as goc ,l as his

~11~toa~~m~~nt. ThA pmlrettl o *'. pvious times for the course. Stav
ffd ants ad~~ the meet to run fW .. l ~ t~Kozubek- '69 followed lain in with

more Smoothl than L~s year- ~ _ _ _ _ _ 23:18 for a fifth~, while Jim Ywanaskas

SAE took secoad place with -,68 40s '69 and Larry Petro '70 took ninth and
They~~~~~ r1S ha f u -dvi u eleventh in 23:41 and 23:46. G e off

b-at los to the etas! geater a ,1L o r s w ]mL- n r o iv ii H allock '69 rounded out our scaring
gtzwr edged SPE 47-45 for thirdw/h2:.

tPLP t~~k fifilh with 2 2 p oirnt.. With a few exceptions, Friday's race
was much slower than the GBC's last
Tuesday. Providence's itigteam
was slower by 24 seconds than
Harvard's, and the res of the runners
went grouped accordingly. A partia
cause could be -the hard race Tech ran
only three days earlier and the slower
competition. However, Start Kozubeik
'69, made an outstanding effort and
imaproved his time by over a minute.

Once more with a full roster, the
tifnclads an entering 2 dual meet
today with BU, who they defeated in
the GBC's.

The frosh atheltes won an imprest-
sire sea victory this weekend and the
hardnd'- took second in the EICCA
ChampionshIps, but the kickers were
dropped by Phi~llis Andover, 4-0.

The sea battle was for possession of
the Priddy Trophy, which is awarded
to the winners of the NE Freshmen
Ch~mpionship. MIT and fourteen other
colleges each sent one boat to Tufts for
-the ftwo-day competition. The final
scores of tl/e first rive finishers were
MIT 24, Brown 3, Trinity 34, Dart-
mouth 41, and Tufts 46.

Tom Bergan skippered for MiT on
both days of the regatta. Dwight Davis
was hfis crew on Saturday and Dave
Krebs crewed on Sunday.

The frosh sailing team has shown a
lot of itaent w~hich should be -very
beneficial for the varsity next year.
Although their season record was not
tremendously impressive, there are ex-
tenuating circumstances. Frosh couach
Ed Shaw was faced with so many good
skippers that he let them all get ex-
perience in competition rather than
concentrating on a few that may have
shown a little mowe. talent. This should
give varsity coach B~rown a moxe diffi-
cult, but more satisfying decision next,
year when he picks his skippers.

T'he frosh kickers were another
stowy. They allowed Phillips Andover
two quick, demoralizing goals, and
were unable to catch up.

The kickers had almost as many
shots as the visitors, but the game
wasn't close. Although the visitors are a
prep school, they both outweighed and
.outplayed the emgineers. While Tech
had as many shots, 'they were ineffec-
tive, while Phillips added single goals in
the third and fourth periods to win
going away, 4-0.

The harriers took second in the
EICCA Championships behind Provi-
dence, 30-88. Craig Lewis was first to
finish the 3.1 mile course for MIT with
a time of 17: 10; good enough for 10th
place. The other scorers for MIT were
Dick Goldhor !4th, Geroge Kimball
19th, Robert Myers 22rid, and Allan
Kiflkpatfick 23rd. Peter Borden and
Larry Klein were Tech's other runners.

There will be an orpnizational
'/neefluS forf'~ rhhekej - Frda
'~: :5430: p'fi' ga hi.Da 'MPi/ athwtie'
building. All 'interested frosh,

· egardless of p~revios experience, are
urged to attend.

Photo by Craig Dai imd Gwy ]De~a

Tech halfback, John Marigold, fights for control of the ball against a-
Phi Ilips Andover forward. The frosh lost the game, 4-0.

master sarenat in the Air Force. and
holds the US indoor 3-point record at a
phenomenal 295.

The shooters will take on Boston
State ag.omn" Friday before traveling to
Providence Callage the next day. A
match at Wentworth the next Friday
will then pave the way toward one of
the biggest meets of the season when.
they host Boston University, November
22. -

The varsity rifle teamn began their
'6869 season by hosting Boston State
Co~llege at the Du Pont range and
clobbering the visitors, 1298-101 1.
Four of the top five shooters hit above
260 tout of a possible 300) and Boston
State didn't have a chance.

High scorer -for Tech -was Eric
Kraemer '71 with a 264. Right behind
him with 263 were Captain Tom
Steflinger '70 and Dick Evans '70. Bill
Swedish '71 was one more point down
with 262, and Jack Chesley rounded
out the scoring with a respectable 246.

~e/gk-eng poSWIons available
-f{or skiers. to inswhuct Eigh School
boys ',Ld girls. Prior ;msicfia~n
e"PerienIce no+ requ;~e. G.ood
compenmefion. Excellent ski fe-
Clioiis. WH;O or call:

P 11h a-.

-Nod,

For m6n-'Who W;dnt to be where the
-action is. Very schussy.,,Ve(V mas-
culine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.

.S2.50, $4,'00. $6.50.'From. 1he Com-
plate array of ENGLISN'LEATHER
men's toiletries.-

A MWLCT Of AVAi CCMtPAY. 1.%C- NOR111VALE. N_ 1. WWz

earn rout
The riflemen ane looking forward

this year to bettering their exccellent
8-2 record of last season. They've lost
only one graduating senior since last
year, Dennis Artman, though he was
certainly one of the most potent
shooters on the squad. The team is
setting its sights high for a perfect
season, and they are being aided in
attaining that goal by their nev; coach,.
Al -Hannon. Hannon is presently a

Allk" e t, .BI C

I

VAN H BUSEaN'a

Now from Van Heusen. , . the scent of adventure .. .I
Passport, 360 . .. the first to last and last and last!
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Sanctuary seeks new forma

- -�- -- -- - ---

CEP meeting but were denied their request.
is The entire issue of the future of the Sanct%
p the fore Sunday. Early that evening, those pi
:1 Sanctuary reached a consensus which coincidi
d reached by the steering committee earlier in th

At that time the decision was made that Sa
s completed its first stage and that the protester

their battle with the authorities. They felt that I

t longer anything to be gained by waiting for
arrest in the Saa and that a more constructiw
would be to return to class, taking O'Conner
Students from other schools would return to th
well, and the MIT group would continue to
evenings in some smaller room tobe chosen.%3
classes to which he was invited, O'Coznnor wouk
motives and attempt to gain student supl
members of the Sanctuary community weal
classes (if the instructor consented) with the
infornfiam the student body about their cause.

O'Conner expL~n move
[in a short address to tne Sanctuary in which

the reasons he felt the suggested new fore
Sanotualy was appropaiate. "We've hit our peak 
said. He vent on to explain the importance o:
and'his opinion that it was time to retrai to elm
said that it would be hypocritical of himself, h
here to seelk frftdom, to then deny Junior Prol
which had been reserved.
oOne project which was highly regarded by SC

members 'and members of the Resistance was sc
Dean of Students Kenneth R. Wadleigh. Dew
explained to The Tech that he felt that this
documentar video tape, "could not be a -doc
be cause (1) it did not start at the beinnin,
would be physicaly impossible to cover all the aq
all the various arenas around campus. He further 
he did not feet it appropriate to tape the a
beause he didn't want an Institute staff membi
Asked to elaborate-, hp- commented, "I don't
bustedl over tlhe head." Furthermore, he said,
recordin of this event would be slanted or biase
Institute by sponsoring this would be givig tacit
a biased document.

Campus reaction to the Sanctuary has been
rather extensiv¢ telephone survey conducted Sun
revealed that, regardless of the validity of th
!nscomin as a bodyv representative of the studenti
evtidenced in the debate and resolutions of that
indeed reflected in the student body at Large. Man!
contacted expressed their enthusiastic suppor
Sanctuar, while an approximately equal p
-expresseddppoa-- C _1 --�s-� � -1

-��--�--·--�c·

seventh ;
t~~~~~~~~t

White~hts threat
,resent in the
-ed with that disru ption, V01e 
inctuaar had 1ecta
.s had "won" '(continued from page 1/
there was no them. , 
r O'Collmer's , Part of the, purpose ofFid;
re alternativeFr lnscorem meeting, in fact, was

with hem. produce a videotape hc
teir~~~~~~~~ whchassa could I

tei clsse as shown thuroughout the campus, to sh0

miet in only that the problem of Sanctuagrwy a
Visiing nly being taken lightly, and ta d

d explain bis government was concernedaoti.
~peal. Othw It is in fact very -hard t ee~
Id also visit the rnatu or formn of d

purpose ol sentiment.' Estimnates of thepopri{
of students who have even i

heoutlned Sanctuary MaY between 90%, and 45i
nat fo thie But it seems that the opinion of t
in ere"" ie student body -deemt reflect too M!
)f eucaion who has and who has not been in
sses He lso Sala. So many rumors and storbes 
taving ~com irculating that almost everyone 0
im. he Sla, tacted by The Tech Sunday hiad l

opinion, regardless of whether or no

ome faculty he had any information to base it 0i
luelched by The form of the white-hat reac0

(if there wele /Indeed white-ltats).wa!

4'moentary them are probably very few studen I
,umenary" rabid enough about the issue to try1
, an (2 it physicall evict the Sanctuary, just
gumentsm, there are few so far out on the oth!
addedthat ext~rnemthey vrf stay for longwl!
actua bust they are clearly not wantedl.

ier present.wney oe

wan the~im The number one cause of specll
1, te vry fiom throughout the Sanctuary's
,dandthe has baen on the question "~Vhat ~

'u"" o 'te Feds do?" There ahve been *
~~~mixdaA Sy theories as th ere have ben p0i

aday ight ple present, arnd about the only i
le curen' that, can be said now is that F
s, te slit agents are not going to repeat tl
: bod are tactics used at Marsh CahpeI. MayI

~y of those here they are going to let this San~(ti
arY collapse under its own weighq

ercetao gte pulled down by the fact that thewhli
'ercetage thing just won't be news.
-- ~ ~sanmatW Security, of course,

of the same. people who served a
March Cahpel, they are trailing sai i
pected agents (claiming at one p o;l
that the Feds were using one olf '
buildings of the Instrumnentaio)nI
boratory as a staging point), and a I
at one timie or another, occupiedve!
hig~h building in the Institue. ~I i

radio-teephone, eavesdropping0np!

lice radio broadcasts, and completelirewhing the Studen Cete t
phones, they have amply dernonstrati

munitY, some people still like to phIi
cops and robbers.

In the light of the present

toward the Sanctuary's occupac i
the Sala, it was apparent that it hadt
move elsewhere. o people at MfiT, t 

,~anctuary was a place where 0P~
channels of cormmunication were es 
blisbed between elements of th, 
dent body, faculty, and admii a0
which hadn't been ther6 before. Bo
this purpose can be carried o0n 
without the need for a pe

I I , I ~ .. - -I L- ,A Parker Fountain Pen makes ugly look beautiful
When you pick up a Parker Fountain Pen, something beautiful happens; You

somehow rediscver the Loing Lost Art of Handwriting.
Maybe it's because you can feel the ink flow onto the paper. Smoothly. Effort-

lessly. Or because you can actually control the way a word looks.
But anyway, a Parker Fountain Pen brings out a touch of the artist in you.
Parker makes a $150 14K solid gold Fountain Pen for rich artists. Or the Parker

45 for only $5. Which is a beautiful price to pay for a work of art.
OTHER PARKER PENS FROM $1.98

A PRODUCT OF c+ THE PARKERt PEN COMPANY
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Got any questioas? Call John or $i
at 53640713.

BELMONT - Winn Brook area. Brid
and frame Ganison Colonial, cente
entrance; 23 foot lving roon
wlfirephace, fornal dining room, Luh
kitchen. 3 twin sized bedrooms, 1!
baths. Paneled playroom, heatec
sunroom, attached garaV. Aluminaun
fenced enclosre in tree-shaded
private back yard. Excellent conditio
throughout, convenient to al schook
and Haard Sq. bus. Asking $39,500.
Owner. 484-8800.

Home dishwasher for sale. Portable
unit; almnost brand-new. In excellenl
condition. $60. Call Ed, 267-2385.

THE TC H classifieds make thin
move. Contact Dave DeWitte, x273
619-185, 876-5855, rm. W20-483, 8
Mass. Ave, Cambridge.

m [cantintted fiom-page 1,
m President Johnson, 'Tro produce that boy in the hallway i
Re the equivalent of throwing gasoline on the fire." The groul
½ in general and the administration in particular did not fee

that O'Conmers presence in academic buildings would lea,
in to rational, clam discussion of issues.

The consensus of the meeting conce O'Conner'
presnece on campus was that he ousbt to be able to discus

is issues and lecture to classes in a room in the Studen
Center. President Johnson said also that he could see no
objection to O'Conne's presence in academic building
after his return from jail when the situation is less explosive

e He also said that he was proud that the Institate had
handled itself so well and that he considered the
demonstratio n "a legitimate demonstration against the
war." He added that--he students who support Sanctuary

cgs must be sure not to violate the rights of others.
1, Concerning the physical location of the Sanctuary in
34 the fuame, many of those at the meeting thought that the

fourth floor of the Student Center might be an ideal place,
_poviding the opportunities for educational expeiiences

which the leaders of the Resistance have cited as their goal
and avoiding the problem of infrfinging on the rights of
other students.

At press time, the Sanctuary leaders were planning a
general meeting. The reaction -of the Sanctuary to the
opinions of the afternoon meeting was open to spewaition.

Molning emergency sessions

The meeting Monday afternoon followed emergency
meetings that momirng of both the Institute Committee and

. the Committee on Educational Policy, the faculty's prime
[ academic- poliymaking group. Although the outcome of
! the CEP meeting was not made public, Inscomre passed two
!resolutions. The finrt of these was passed unanimously:
'{ Institute Committee recommends that space in Walker

Memorial be of'=:':'as a suitable alternative to the
Sanctuary in the St'6d'd'n't Center. The text of the second
resolution, which was passed {ith two dissenting votes, was
as follows: "lIstRate Committee recommends that those
professors or ~~ ~Porups wlto feel that Mike O'Connor can
offer their constituents a valid educational experience have
the right to taite him as a guest lecturer." Both of these
resoltions essentially oppose the positions which appear to
have been taken by the majority of the administration and
faculty fin preliminary meetings Sunday night, i.e., that the
Sanctuary should stay in the Student Center (but not in the
Sala) and that O'Connor should not attend classes. It is
important to note, however, that neither the faculty nor the
aclm/istration is united in this issue. One group of dissident

faculty members attempted to gain entrance to the morning
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HARVARD SQUARE
Open Turs. 't.ill 9 PM
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